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FROM THE EDITOR

Equity and transparency elusive

Y
Veronica Anderson

ou don’t have to go far to find someone,
some group, some leader who is skeptical
or openly critical of Mayor Daley’s plan to
close a slew of the city’s low-performing
public schools and open 100 new ones. Ever
since Renaissance 2010 was announced three
years ago, it’s been dissected, analyzed and,
always, challenged.

As well it should be. This newsmagazine has reported on the more
troubling aspects of the districtwide
effort, notably how it has affected
children who were displaced when
their elementary schools were
closed. Fewer than 2 percent of them
transferred immediately to new
Renaissance schools. The vast majority (84 percent) were enrolled,
instead, in traditional schools with
below-average test scores.
Other charges leveled against the
plan: Not enough union teachers.
Public schools are being privatized.
Community control is being undermined and local school councils will
eventually be eliminated. New schools
get more funding and resources than
traditional public schools do.
Maybe these have merit, maybe

not. Who knows? The first three are
matters more related to philosophy
and politics than what happens to
children. And until now, no one has
done a detailed comparison of funding and resources.
However, an analysis by Catalyst
Chicago sheds light on how the district commits and spends its capital
projects dollars and whether new
schools and charters are getting
more than a fair share.
As critics have long suspected,
new Renaissance schools are at the
head of the line for facility repairs
and renovations, and a disproportionate share of current renovation
work is happening in schools that
now house only 4 percent of all students. Meanwhile, new schools have
had more renovation work complet-

We need your help
s you know, there is a revolution going on
in the media, and the nature of school
reform is changing as well. To keep pace,
we at Catalyst are examining what we do—
beginning with the survey you will find in the
middle of this issue. PLEASE take the time to fill
it out, fold it, seal it and drop it in the mail.
Alternatively, you may fill it out online. Go to
our web site—www.catalyst-chicago.org—
and click on the survey link.
However you respond, we will enter you
into a drawing for one of four $50 gift
cards to Border’s Books.
We need to know what kind of information
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you want and how you want it delivered.
As part of our strategic planning process, we
are experimenting with alternatives to print
communication. For example, we are breaking
more stories online so that they can be considered as developments unfold. We also are planning more public forums. (You can sign up online
for email alerts about both breaking stories and
events. Just click on “Free e-mail alerts” in the
left-hand column of our home page.)
To carve out time for these efforts, we are
combining the May and June issues this year.
Linda Lenz
Publisher and founder

ed or funded than traditional
schools: 62 percent vs. 45 percent.
And perhaps most telling, the district
needs to spend twice as much to finish work at traditional schools: $1.21
for every $1 already spent compared
to just 61 cents at new schools.
District officials say that of course
these schools are getting priority.
They’re often empty and it’s easier
and safer to complete construction
work when they’re vacant. “We consciously prioritize these schools to get
them to an acceptable level for
reopening,” says outgoing Chief
Administrative Officer David Vitale.
Does this mean that school buildings that are “unacceptable” for
Renaissance schools are just fine for
children who are, or were, already
enrolled in them? Are these buildings
safe or, at least, suitable for a productive and healthy learning environment? No doubt most parents would
answer both questions with a
resounding, “No.”
Decisions like these may make
sense on paper, but they breed resentment and suspicions in schools and
communities. Instead of pining for a
$100 million capital windfall if and
when state lawmakers do something
about school funding, the district
would better serve the public, and
itself politically, by coming clean
about why some schools get upgrades
or new buildings and others, presumably just as needy, do not.
“It’s extremely difficult for the
average [person] to get a big picture
of what’s going on,” says Jacqueline
Leavy, who for years lobbied for the
district to produce a comprehensive
capital spending plan.
Otherwise, the public will know that
good old City Hall patronage is alive
and well at Chicago Public Schools.

CAPITAL SPENDING

Going to the head of the class

N

ew schools are getting a
disproportionate share of cash for
ongoing school renovations, a
Catalyst Chicago analysis found. Yet
charter advocates say they need more
help, not less, to find adequate facilities.
COVER STORY: PAGE 6

POLITICS OF SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
Renaissance schools will get the lion’s share of the benefit under
the mayor’s billion-dollar Modern Schools plan. PAGE 11
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The teachers union files complaints with the state about
deteriorating buildings. PAGE 12
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One of the most costly renovation projects that will directly benefit charters is at
Calumet High. The project includes new insulation for the aging building. A college
prep high run by Perspectives Charter will be joined by two more Perspectives
schools this fall.
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performance

Freshmen discuss
books in English
class at Carver Military, one of the first
schools in the High
School Transformation project.
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College-going rates
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Slowed pace for high
school reform
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Go to the Catalyst Web site,
www.catalyst-chicago.org,
for news and resources on Chicago
school reform, including:
Spanish translations
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TIMELINE
April 9: Laptops stolen April 13: Ramos case
Chicago Teachers Union
President Marilyn Stewart
calls for the firing of CEO
Arne Duncan because of the
theft of two laptops containing the Social Security numbers of teachers and principals. Duncan calls Stewart’s
remarks “silly.” The laptops
were taken from a conference room at CPS’ main
office. The district is offering
affected employees credit
and identity-theft protection
upon request. Officials also
say computer systems were
recently updated to avoid the
routine use of Social Security
numbers for identification.

The chief witness in an ethics
case against Curie High LSC
Chair Thomas Ramos fails to
show up at a hearing in the
case. However, CPS attorneys
present testimony from three
people about conversations
they had with the witness
about kickbacks Ramos
allegedly took from her.
Ramos, a parent member
and chair of the LSC that
recently fired Principal Jerryelyn Jones and ignited a
public controversy, could be
removed if the allegations are
substantiated. A tip from
Jones led to the Ramos investigation, news reports stated.

April 20: Pay problem
For the second time in two
days, reports surface about
payroll problems when
teachers complain they were
shorted on their paychecks.
CPS blames technical problems with new software. Previously, 15 teachers at
Williams Elementary reported waiting three years for
back pay of $3,000 to
$11,000. CPS had paid the
teachers via direct deposit
but took the money back,
then paid by check but said
teachers could only receive
$2,500. The teachers were
paid the full amounts after
they called reporters.

ELSEWHERE
Los Angeles: Sweeping reforms
Following the release of a report that harshly
criticized the L.A. school system, Supt. David
L. Brewer plans to hire a team of outside
experts to help the district begin instituting
reforms, according to the April 21 Los Angeles
Times. Brewer will present a five-year strategic reform plan by June 30, and says he also
plans to hire two new top-level administrators to oversee instruction and professional
development. Brewer, a retired Navy vice
admiral, invited Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa
to “make an offer” of how he would like to be
involved in the reform efforts.

ment program, according to the April 20
Washington Post. The School Board will
control administrative functions such as
testing. As a council member, Fenty
opposed plans by former Mayor Anthony
Williams to take over the schools.

South Carolina: Luring teachers

Financial incentives, more time for professional development and better opportunities for teachers to become teacher-leaders
would attract and keep National Board Certified teachers in low-income, struggling
schools, according to the April 18
Charleston Post and Courier. Those recommendations are among 27 included in a
report issued following a summit of NationThe City Council gave Mayor Adrian Fenty
al Board teachers from across the state.
control over the schools, including the pow- More than 5,000 South Carolina teachers
er to hire and fire the superintendent and
are board certified, but only about 130 work
oversee the budget and capital improvein the lowest-performing school districts.

Washington, D.C.: Fenty takes over

IN SHORT
“No one wants to have $110,000 contracts handed out by this board
and by the mayor of this city.”
Valencia Rias of Designs for Change at the April 25 School Board meeting, on the
district’s lobbying efforts to take away local school councils’ authority to choose principals.
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Arts programs don’t magically raise test
scores, but they can level the playing
field for kids of differing academic abilities and teach students skills, like the
ability to work cooperatively, that transfer to other life situations, says David
Roche, who heads the new arts office
created last summer in partnership with
the non-profit Arts Education Initiative.
Roche has hired curriculum supervisors
for music, visual arts, and theater and literary arts and is now working on blueprints for arts programs. Roche talked
with writer Rebecca Harris about the
importance of arts education.
What prompted the district to create a
fine arts department?
The goal was to create a curricular office
like the office of literacy or math and science.
This is a cultural change to talk about [arts]
curriculum. It’s a sea change. The arts are often
are considered a dessert, rather than one of
the main food groups.
What has kept CPS from offering better
arts education?
If a principal does not feel that the arts are
adding value to their school, they’ll replace it with
something else. Or a principal retires, a new principal may come in, and within a year a program
may disappear or the [new] principal may not be
as good at getting grants that have underwritten arts programs. And all the pressures of No
Child Left Behind, like [raising] test scores, have
clouded the understanding of what is a quality
education, because it’s not that measurable.
Are there enough arts teachers?
CPS has about 800 or so. More than half are
in high schools. If you do the math [CPS operates some 120 high schools and some 500 elementary schools], you see that elementaries
lack credentialed arts teachers. The fine and
performing arts magnet elementary schools
get two full-time arts teachers. [At the rest,] you
get a lot of half-time positions. We’re trying to
hold the line, if not increase, the number of
teachers. Arts education is one of those intangibles that attracts a parent and kid and keeps
them from moving to the suburbs. Most young
families that I’ve talked to, they’d love to stay in
the city. But they end up looking at the schools

ASK CATALYST
If your child is admitted to preschool at a school outside your
neighborhood, are you guaranteed a slot at that school for
kindergarten?

Anonymous parent

JOHN BOOZ

and going, “They don’t have a music program.
They don’t have an art program. I’m outta here.”

Children who attended preschool outside their neighborhood are not guaranteed a
kindergarten spot at that school, says Paula Cottone, CPS’ deputy chief early childhood
officer. Once children enter kindergarten, neighborhood schools must admit children
in their attendance area before giving spots to anyone else. Any remaining slots may be
filled at the principal’s discretion. Under-utilized schools sometimes enroll students
from outside the neighborhood, because operating consistently under capacity can
lead to staff cuts. But principals occasionally don’t fill the slots, choosing to maintain
small class sizes, according to Cottone. “The only way around going to kindergarten in
your neighborhood school is to apply to a magnet or specialty program,” she says.

You talk about moving toward a curriculum based on arts disciplines, like music,
rather than temporary projects that work
with schools to create programs.

E-mail your question to <askcat@catalyst-chicago.org> or send it to Ask Catalyst, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Suite
500, Chicago, IL 60604.

It’s not that these project-based programs
have failed; they have just run out of money.
The project is over, people who were hired disappear, and new initiatives appear, rather than
something sustainable. That’s a model that
we’re trying to work against.

MATH CLASS

What about the plan for an arts high
school?

students who were referred to the program eventually completed it. (See Catalyst, November 2000.)

Some leaders from powerful philanthropic
organizations are talking very seriously about
that. Arne [Duncan]’s vision, I’ve heard him say, is
he’d love to have an arts high school in each area.
Like the college prep high schools? Would
it be selective?

1998, the district launched Project SMART—Saturday Morning Alternative Reach Out and Teach—
a 9-week program that teaches decision-making and problem-solving skills to students who would otherwise be expelled. CPS had limited data for the first 3 years, but the available data show that 59% of

In

Now, completion rates are declining: Between
from

2003 and 2006, the completion rate fell to 53%

58%. About 1,100 students are referred to SMART each year.

FOOTNOTE

Exactly. This particular high school would be
audition-based. A really high-quality school, like
Northside College Prep for the arts, in the Loop
area, would be great. So the question is: What
about the feeder programs? I just want to produce more kids coming up through elementary
school who have a general music education so
that when they pick up an instrument in 3rd or
4th grade they can play and sing in tune. They’ll
have abilities that they don’t have now because
schools don’t have a general [arts] curriculum.
When would the high school open?
The aim has been for September 2008.
This is a large group of people trying to pull
together a viable project, with various levels of
understanding of what it takes. September
2008 is an ambitious timetable. I’m trying to
keep it positive because who knows what they’ll
be able to pull together?
KURT MITCHELL
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Going to the
head of the class
T
By John Myers

racy Treadwell, a
veteran on the local school council
at Sumner Elementary, didn’t
expect a quick fix
of the West Garfield Park
school’s roof supports when the
district set aside more than
$300,000 for repairs back in
2004. It can take months, and
sometimes years, for the district
to start projects after earmarking funds in its capital budget.
But workmen arrived that
summer and finished repairs
that fall, cleaning up and
painting long-vacant rooms in
the process. The school immediately used the newfound
space for its learning center
and music classes, and teachers moved in to decorate classrooms and post instructional
materials the following summer. The LSC discussed opening a full-day preschool now
that Sumner had more space.
But just weeks before
school was set to start, central
office dropped a bombshell:
An unwanted neighbor, KIPP
Ascend Charter, would be tak-
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A Catalyst analysis confirms what critics of Renaissance 2010

suspect: New schools are ahead of others for capital projects. Is
CPS playing politics or creating more school options?

NEW SCHOOLS FIRST

About 19 percent of the school renovations now being done
across CPS are taking place in new schools, yet those
schools house just 4 percent of students. Meanwhile, fewer
repairs are needed in Renaissance and charter schools.
TYPE OF SCHOOL
Renaissance/charter
Regular school

REPAIRS COMPLETED
62%
45%

Source: Chicago Public Schools

ing over the newly reopened
classrooms. KIPP had been
sharing space, and a rocky
relationship, with McNair
Academy in Austin.
“Somebody knew the
master plan, but we didn’t,”
says Treadwell, who suspects
the district fixed Sumner’s
roof knowing all along it
would install KIPP. (Soon
after the repairs, the district

started to “show” the space to
visitors brought in unannounced, he notes.)
Treadwell’s charges are
backed by others at Sumner.
The school’s longtime principal, W. Delores Robinson,
declined to comment.
The district denies the
charges. “We fixed it because
it needed to be fixed,” says
spokesman Michael Vaughn.

But the Sumner-KIPP saga
illustrates how inequity in
building repairs has become
part of the politically charged
atmosphere
surrounding
Renaissance 2010. A Catalyst
Chicago analysis of capital
spending data shows that CPS
has given top priority to renovations for charters and other
new schools—something that
proponents of traditional
neighborhood schools have
suspected since Renaissance
was launched.
In fact, David Vitale, outgoing chief administrative officer, concedes that CPS has put
Renaissance projects at the
head of the line.
Catalyst’s analysis shows:
Nearly $50 million of $265
million in renovations now
underway are being done
in Renaissance and charter

JASON REBLANDO

Sumner Elementary, built in 1948, now shares space with KIPP Ascend Charter—and has a somewhat rocky relationship. The building sat
largely unused because of roof problems until repairs were done in 2004. Sumner used the space for less than a year before losing it to KIPP.
schools, according to April
reports from area offices.
That’s about 19 percent of
renovations taking place in
buildings that house just 4
percent of students.
Renaissance and charter
schools are getting repairs
completed or funded at a
faster pace than traditional schools: 62 percent
compared to 45 percent,
respectively.
For every $1 already spent,
CPS needs to spend
another 61 cents to finish
renovations in buildings
housing Renaissance
schools. But in traditional
schools, the district needs
to spend another $1.21—
nearly twice as much—for
every $1 already spent.

Vitale, who has overseen
the capital program in recent
years, admits the district has
targeted help to its new
schools. He says it makes sense
to make repairs when a school
is empty, as they generally are
after a school closing makes
way for a Renaissance project.
“We consciously prioritize
these schools to get them into
an acceptable level for
reopening,” he adds.
For their part, charter operators contend that they need
more help with facilities, not
less. Many Renaissance buildings needed major work to get
them ready, Vaughn notes, and
some of those buildings are
housing two schools and
needed renovations to accommodate space-sharing.
Vitale also hopes that

school funding reform in
Springfield will end the state’s
three-year freeze on capital
dollars. If it does, then CPS
should reap about $100 million in renovation money
annually. With that money,
Vitale adds, “We’ll get more
done like we should.”

CALUMET ‘WAS THE PITS’
Communities that have
been clamoring for school
repairs, sometimes by shouting demands publicly at capital budget hearings, are dismayed at what they see as a
lack of rhyme or reason to
capital spending.
In Auburn Gresham, the
costly renovation of long-neglected Calumet High to
accommodate two new charters (one opened in the build-

ing last year) has raised questions from at least one parent.
“The only time I’ve seen work
being done on the school was
when they decided they were
going to phase it out,” says
Bennie Sanders, a parent representative who chairs the
soon-to-be-defunct Calumet
local school council. “The
Board of Education just neglected that school, period.”
But Ald. Howard Brookins
credits the existing charter
with energizing the community around better educational options. He labels the shuttered Calumet a “failure” that
lacked the leadership needed
to bring construction dollars
to the community.
“From my perspective, it
was already on the decline
when it was time for me to go

www.catalyst-chicago.org May/June 2007
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JASON REBLANDO

Nearly $17 million in renovations are budgeted for Calumet High, which will graduate its last class of seniors this year. In 1998 and 2005, the
district set aside hundreds of thousands of dollars for science lab upgrades that enticed schools to apply for the Calumet takeover.
to high school in 1977,” says
Brookins, who attended a
Catholic school. “And when I
was elected alderman in 2003,
it was the pits. It was the
school of last resort.”
Calumet, an 80-year-old
neighborhood high school, is
budgeted to get $17 million
worth of rehab work. Of that,
$11.5 million in work is underway, including more than 900
new windows, plumbing and
electrical upgrades, roof repairs
and a host of interior and exterior improvements.
Perspectives Charter, which
already operates a college prep
school in Calumet’s facility, will
open two more this coming fall
in the Calumet building: a middle school with an emphasis on
discipline and a high school
with a technology focus.
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Brookins says Perspectives
is also working to find the money to build a swimming pool
that would also be used by the
community. That project is a
priority for Brookins, who
wants to combat childhood
obesity and says black children
in low-income neighborhoods
need community pools just like
children in more affluent communities. The Perspectives staff
is working to price out the project and find private partners to
help pay for it, all of which has
impressed Brookins.
“It’s very difficult to find a
facility. When you do, you grab
it,” says Perspectives’ Chief
Operations Officer John Hayner, as he shows off state-of-theart science labs and other new
features during a walkthrough
of the Calumet building.

The charter beat out several other proposals to take over
Calumet. “The fact is, we rose
to the challenge,” Hayner
adds. Backers of Perspectives
say that the community is getting better school options that
are sorely needed.
Dion Miller Perez, executive director of Telpochcalli
Community Education Project at Telpochcalli Elementary in Little Village, argues
that it’s crucial to have a comprehensive capital plan that
takes care of all schools fairly.
The building that houses
Telpochcalli and Saucedo Elementary is one of the district’s
most unfunded when it
comes to capital needs: For
every $1 already spent, the
district needs to spend $3.28
to finish renovations.

“It’s also important not to
fall prey to the capriciousness
or whims of whatever is the
reform du jour,” Perez adds.

PRIVATE MONEY TO FILL THE GAP
Charter school advocates
aren’t happy either. They say
their schools need even more
help to find suitable buildings.
“Facilities are one of the
greatest challenges facing charters across the country,” says Jill
Levine, Director of School Services for the Illinois Facilities
Fund, which helps charters
finance their capital projects.
The district gives charters
$425 per pupil for each of the
31 schools in non-CPS buildings, typically leased former
Catholic schools. The five
charters that opened this year
in CPS-owned facilities are

Capital needs by ward
charged $775 per pupil ($1,025
for high schools) to cover the
cost of building engineers,
janitors, security personnel
and technology support.
The 10 charters that
opened in CPS facilities before
fall 2006 paid nothing, but
that’s changing: The district is
starting to charge each charter
operator as their contracts
come up for renewal.
According to Levine, $425
per pupil is not nearly enough.
It rarely covers rent, let alone
maintenance and renovation
costs. Charters, therefore, dip
into their instructional money
to cover facilities costs.
In addition, because charter funding is provided on a
per-pupil basis, charter budgets can be especially tight in
the initial years as schools
ramp up to full enrollment.
Fewer kids mean fewer dollars, yet the cost of renting,
heating and maintaining a
building remains the same.
Private backers, as a result,
have stepped in to offer startup funds.
The Renaissance Schools
Fund, which connects businesses, foundations and other
philanthropists with new
school operators, has provided nearly $21 million to
schools so far. Technically,
these grants cannot be used
for capital projects, but once
schools establish relationships with funders, help for
building repairs often follows.
But money is still tight,
according to a report by the
Progressive Policy Institute,
which suggests that smaller
charters face a difficult choice:
Move into an available CPS
facility, give the district its perpupil ‘take back,’ and hope to
make ends meet; or take a
chance on finding a suitable,
affordable facility in the neighborhood they’re trying to serve.
The situation may be even
more difficult for charter high
schools, according to MariBeth

According to a Catalyst Chicago analysis of CPS data, wards led by powerful aldermen involved in education, such as Patrick O’Connor (40th) and Toni Preckwinkle (4th), have higher-than-average renovation
spending and have had a greater share of school repairs.
At least one newcomer, Ald. Howard Brookins Jr. (21st), elected in 2003, has benefited from the district’s
concerted push on behalf of Renaissance schools. Nearly $17 million in renovations are either planned or
underway in Brookins’ ward for Calumet High, which will house three Perspectives charter schools. The majority of wards that house new schools posted higher than average renovation completion rates.
Richard Mell (33rd) and some other powerful aldermen had relatively low completion rates, possibly
because their schools are already in better condition. To help answer questions like this, Catalyst asked the
school district to provide data on the condition of schools as well as on capital spending. CPS denied the request.
“It’s extremely difficult for the average principal, building engineer, LSC, parent or even an alderman to get
a big picture of what’s going on,” notes Jacqueline Leavy, former chief of the now-defunct watchdog Neighborhood Capital Budget Group.
Leavy says the district’s building assessments provide only a partial picture because schools are not compared to each other; instead, the rankings only show how one problem in a building compares to other problems in that same building. “Even that system for ‘prioritizing’ is not well understood,” she says.

Percentage of renovations
completed or funded, by ward
Above average (47% or more)
Below average (46% or less)

Source: CPS Department of Operations, online school assessments
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More than 900 new windows are going into Calumet High, a boon in
renovations for the Perspectives charters that will occupy the closed high
school this fall. Some windows are temporarily stored in a former theater
room which, at the moment, Perspectives has no plans to use.
Welch, a special assistant to
the president of ASPIRA. Mirta
Ramirez Computer Science
Charter School, run by ASPIRA, has been looking for a new
site since it opened in 2003.
Welch says the Archdiocese
of Chicago seems less comfortable renting to high schools,
perhaps because they worry
about charters drawing students from Catholic schools.
CPS and the Illinois Facilities
Fund should play a more
active role in helping charters
find facilities, she adds.
“They’ve been leaving it, to
a great extent, to the local
leaders and the local politics,”
she says. “[But] we’re almost a
persona non grata in these
communities.”

BUYING THEIR OWN
Landing a space in a CPS
school will be tough for operators applying for the next
round of Renaissance schools.
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Officials are strongly encouraging prospective operators to
find their own buildings, and
are offering up just four buildings to house new schools in
2008: Woodson South, a newly
renovated school in Grand
Boulevard, will house one 600student middle school; Parker,
an elementary school in
Englewood, will make room
for a 600-student high school;
Pershing West, a performance
school in Douglas, will share
with a 500-student high
school; and two new schools
in the old Austin High campus
will make way for another 400to 600-student high school.
Regardless, many charter
operators have shied away
from CPS buildings, citing
concerns over the district’s
bureaucratic capital improvement program. Some are even
buying their own buildings,
with help from the IFF.
United Neighborhood Orga-

nization, a nonprofit that runs
four charters and will open four
new ones this fall, rents most of
its buildings from the Archdiocese. The charter’s rented space
has helped the district find a
less-expensive solution to its
overcrowding problems on
the city’s Southwest Side,
since the money paid to charters is less than that spent in
traditional schools. But it’s
also part of a growing trend for
charters to muster enough
borrowing power to purchase
buildings outright.
Andrew Alt, UNO’s director
of operations, gives two reasons to avoid CPS buildings.
“CPS has to pick their battles, and I don’t want to be in a
situation where I’m waiting
for them to pick my [capital]
project,” he says. “And too
often, elements of the community will view you as the
former school that was there
before. We’d rather create our
own identity.”
UNO has issued tax-exempt
bonds to purchase two buildings; one is a vacated warehouse that will need substantial renovations. The loans were
partially backed by an IFF bond
program, making them far
more attractive on the market.

SHARING NOT AN OPTION
The Chicago Charter
School Foundation, which
runs nine Chicago International Charter School campuses, is also moving toward
buying its own. The Foundation has already purchased its
Basil and Longwood campus
buildings and is currently
working out a deal for the
Northtown facility.
Beth Delaney Purvis, executive director of the Foundation, says the charter considered starting a new school at
Austin, but bowed out after
learning it would have to
share the facilities.
“When you start a new
school, it’s a great challenge.

Sharing is just an additional
challenge,” says Purvis.
Of the 47 charters, just 11
share campus space with other
schools, and only seven share
with non-charters. Those relationships have proven most
contentious, as in the cases of
KIPP and Sumner; and
Wadsworth Elementary and
University of Chicago’s charter
high school.
But some have found ways
to co-exist peacefully. Legacy
Charter has reportedly found
a comfortable arrangement
with Mason Elementary in
North Lawndale.
The district doesn’t help
the situation when it springs
plans with little warning,
notes Sumner’s Treadwell.
Sumner staff had to scramble into action, tearing down
decorations in the new classrooms and working out a
space arrangement, when
plans to bring in KIPP were
dropped on them just before
the school year.
To their credit, says Treadwell, KIPP operators cut
checks to teachers as compensation for the hassle.
Jim O’Connor, KIPP’s principal, admits the previous
arrangement with McNair
turned rocky as the two
schools’ students occasionally
clashed and KIPP’s growing
enrollment put a strain on
available space.
“We’re a much better
neighbor than we were,” he
surmises, pointing to a contract he signed with Sumner’s
principal to better manage
access to collective resources
like the gym. “I would be in
McNair if there was space, but
we’re planning to stay here.”
Treadwell is less enthusiastic: “There’s nothing positive
to say.”

Intern Rebecca Harris
contributed to this report
Call John Myers at (312) 673-3874 or
e-mail myers@catalyst-chicago.org.

Politics of school construction
Most of the new schools to be built under the mayor’s $1 billion plan

MODERN SCHOOLS

will house Renaissance schools.Yet at least nine schools that were

Here are the new schools to be built
under Mayor Daley’s $1 billion plan:

promised new buildings got left out.

8 SCHOOLS FOR OVERCROWDING RELIEF
Avondale-Irving Park Lee-Pasteur area
Northwest Side
Belmont Cragin
Southwest Side
Boone-Clinton area
Brighton Park (2)

By John Myers

T

he city and school district
are charging ahead with
Mayor Richard Daley’s $1
billion Modern Schools construction plan.
More than $400 million in bonds
has been issued, and construction
has begun on two schools: a $35 million replacement of Miles Davis Elementary in West Englewood, scheduled to open in fall 2008; and a $103
million replacement for Westinghouse High in Humboldt Park projected to open in fall 2009. All three
of the plan’s major renovation projects—$30 million efforts at Mather,
Austin and Collins high schools—
are underway.
Yet, in the absence of clear information from the district on how it
prioritizes capital projects, some
communities coping with overcrowding or substandard buildings
are wondering why their schools
failed to make the Modern Schools
list. That list includes a new school in
the trendy Lakeshore East development in the high-rise district just
north of Millennium Park, which is
slated to get a significant infusion of
cash from the project’s developer.
According to a June 2006 report by
the Neighborhood Capital Budget
Group, a now-shuttered watchdog
organization that had lobbied for a
comprehensive school capital plan, at
least nine schools that had been promised new buildings got nothing under
Modern Schools. (Byrd, one of the
nine, has since been closed.) Meanwhile, CPS plans to house Renaissance
schools in 15 of the 24 new schools
included in the mayor’s plan.

Telpochcalli Elementary in Little
Village was not among the schools
that were promised new buildings,
but the school community nevertheless feels slighted. Principal Tamara
Witzl walks the halls amidst stacks of
art supplies, furniture and even a disassembled, makeshift stage as she
points out the need for storage, better
art and music rooms, playground
space and access to a gym, lunchroom and auditorium of their own.
The school shares these facilities with
neighboring Saucedo Elementary.
With help from the University of
Illinois at Chicago’s City Design Center, the school drafted preliminary
plans for a new building in 2003.
Community leaders say the district’s
former operations chief, Sean Murphy, showed interest in 2005,
although no firm promise to follow
through was made.

PRIVATE HELP FOR OGDEN
Suspicious that some schools that
made the Modern Schools cut did
not need new facilities as badly as
Telpochcalli, a group of community
advocates toured Ogden Elementary
on the Near North Side, which is slated to get a new building. They say the
school is in good working condition.
A district spokesman says Ogden
was chosen because of overcrowding,
and enrollment is, in fact, at 135 percent of capacity; teachers and support staff use converted closet space
for offices. The school takes in 45 students as part of its International Baccalaureate prep magnet program,
and about 15 to 20 other students
from outside its boundaries, which
contributes to the problem. Among
other issues: an aging boiler and sub-

8 SCHOOLS TO REPLACE AGING BUILDINGS
Powell
Bouchet
Skinner
Hughes
South Shore High
Miles Davis
Westinghouse High
Ogden
1 NEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Lakeshore East Elementary
7 NEW HIGH SCHOOLS
Avondale
Kelly/Curie area
Back of the Yards
Southeast Side
South Side
Chicago Ag-West in
Southwest Side
East Garfield Park

standard upgrades for accessibility.
Yet Ogden, serving the wealthy
Near North Side, has already had the
benefit of private help that schools in
more impoverished communities
lack. The school’s freshly renovated
feel and general air of orderliness is
largely due to the tens of thousands
of dollars donated by parents and
philanthropic neighbors. The principal says the money has equipped the
school with such extras as a rockclimbing wall and a well-stocked
library that features a bank of computers and a digital chalkboard,
called a SmartBoard.
One of the school’s patrons, Joel
Carlins, split costs with a local
restaurant to have the school painted several years ago. Carlins is the
founder and president of Magellan
Development Group LLC, which is
financing the Lakeshore East project.
The developent will include a new
elementary school under the ModContinued on page 13
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COVER STORY CAPITAL SPENDING

Roof leaks ‘gushing like a waterfall’
Unsafe and unhealthy?
After complaints were filed by the Chicago
Teachers Union with the Illinois Department
of Labor, these schools were cited in 2006 for
having unsafe and unhealthy working conditions. Many of the problems are in the process
of being repaired, union officials say.

BELMONT-CRAGIN: Dust from sandblasting
and power-washing during exterior masonry
work came into classrooms through broken or
missing windows, causing heavy buildup on
window sills, books and furniture. “Employees
and students with existing respiratory problems were exposed to air contaminants that
triggered asthma attacks,” the citation states.

HENRY, IRVING PARK: Roof leaks in two classrooms in the annex damaged ceiling tiles and
forced the staff to use buckets to catch the
water. In one room, water flowed down a wall
next to an electrical outlet.

HOWE, AUSTIN: “Moisture intrusion” caused
“grossly peeled and cracked wall paints and
musty odor” in one classroom, the citation
states. “The auditorium-gym’s hardwood
floors were warped and/or broke [sic]; baseboards were loose and had fallen.”

JENSEN, EAST GARFIELD PARK: A “severe roof
leak” caused rain to pour into the building in
various areas, including a stairwell and hallway.
Mold buildup was noted in two classrooms and
the gym. At one point, the kitchen and cafeteria had to be shut down because of the leaks.

KENNEDY HIGH, GARFIELD RIDGE: Roof leaks
allowed rainwater to drip onto the floors,
along the walls and into an electrical outlet. A
library aide received a severe electrical shock
and was hospitalized when she plugged a
computer into the outlet.
LOCKE CHARTER, EAST GARFIELD PARK:
Cracked, chipping or missing floor tiles, evidence of water leaks and asbestos problems. A
follow-up report on March 26 of this year
found the leaks were still a problem, but the
others had been remedied.

MONTEFIORE, NEAR WEST SIDE: See story.
MONROE, LOGAN SQUARE: See story.
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The Chicago Teachers Union files complaints with the state to
force action on deteriorating buildings
By Ed Finkel

S

ince January 2006, Chicago Public
Schools has been cited eight times
by the Illinois Department of Labor
for having unsafe or unhealthy
working conditions in eight schools.
Two of those schools, Montefiore
Special School on the Near West Side
and Monroe Elementary in Logan
Square, have been cited multiple times
for roof leaks and other damage that,
according to some staff at the schools,
have yet to be completely repaired.
The labor department issued the citations in response to complaints filed by
the Chicago Teachers Union on behalf of
teachers at the schools, according to
department records.
Complaints about water damage and
other poor conditions at George Armstrong Elementary in West Ridge and Kelly
High in Brighton Park are pending. Four
other complaints have been resolved without citations, from Whitney and Prussing
elementary schools and Farragut and Hancock high schools, according to the union.

DELAYED, DENIED
Rick Perrotte, who handles safety and
security for the union, says many other
complaints have been solved informally
with CPS.
“We understand that with over 600
buildings, you’re not going to be able to
fix everything in a short time,” he says.
“But it appears to us that things are
delayed, denied, or put on a back burner
for reasons we don’t understand. You
can’t expect maximum performance
when students and staff are working in an
unhealthy environment,”
The labor department could fine the
district or close all or part of a school if a
building remained in severe disrepair.
The department is responsible for
enforcing the state’s Health and Safety Act
as it applies to workplaces.

CPS officials did not return calls.
The union’s concerns are echoed in a
December 2006 American Federation of
Teachers report on the nationwide problem of deteriorating schools.

MONROE: WHAT CAUSED A FIRE?
Monroe received the first of three citations in three years back in May 2004.
That citation noted that the principal’s
office, a hallway and four classrooms
showed evidence of water damage,
including contact with electrical wires
near the principal’s office.
Just months later, in September 2004, a
small fire broke out in a kindergarten classroom. Perrotte believes the fire may have
been caused by a short in a light fixture that
was damaged by water from roof leaks. The
cause of the fire was never determined.
“Monroe could have been a disaster,”
says John Ostenburg, editor of the
CTU’s newspaper, which reported on
the incident.
Inspectors returned and cited the
school again in January 2005 and January
2006 for roof leaks. “Water residue was
evident in some lighting fixtures,” the
2006 citation reads. “Walls along the windows … were wet to the touch. Rusted
steel beams were noted. … [M]oisture
due to roof leak created an ideal environment for mold growth.”
Kindergarten teacher and union delegate Linda Valentine says roof repairs
have apparently stopped the leaks, but
water damage has caused ongoing problems, including paint flaking off a wall in
a kindergarten classroom (not hers).
“It’s literally falling apart,” Valentine
says. “Every day the room has to be
swept. [The flakes] accumulate in fine little powder.”
Several other rooms, including the
teachers’ lounge and principal’s office,
continue to have less serious problems.
Valentine says those problems are
expected to be resolved this summer.

Buildings earn a grade of ‘C+’
MONTEFIORE: ‘CHEAP COSMETIC WORK’
Montefiore, which serves special-education students, has received four citations in the past two years. The school
was first cited in March 2005 for a roof
leak that prevented cafeteria workers
from cooking and serving food and
caused lights to flicker when water
seeped into the fixtures. The cafeteria had
to shut down for two months. “Review of
roof repair records in the school revealed
a cheap ‘cosmetic’ work performance by
the contractors,” the labor department
stated in its citation.
More than a year later, in July 2006, the
department again cited Montefiore for
water leaks over the food preparation
area in the kitchen. The leaks followed
recent heavy rains.
“The Employer has repeatedly ignored
the safety and health hazards present at
the school,” the citation says. It also states
that ceiling panels in three rooms had fallen off or were removed due to severe
water damage, and moisture had penetrated light fixtures in one of those rooms.
Further investigations on Jan. 3 and
April 5 of this year found the problems
still had not been resolved. The labor
department continued to recommend
that a new roof be installed.

MODERN continued from page 11
ern Schools plan. Once built, it could
serve as many as 60 students who currently live within Ogden’s boundaries. At
this time, it’s unclear how much money
Magellan will put toward the school. Carlins declined to be interviewed.
Carlins had previously offered to build
a new school for Ogden on the ground
floor of a proposed high-rise condominium he would develop on the property.
That plan fell through after some neighbors objected to the designs, notes
Ogden’s principal, Kenneth Staral.

STILL WAITING AT HUGHES
Ballooning costs for projects like the
new Westinghouse High, which will cost
$40 million more than originally estimated, create a sense of uncertainty for others who await their turn for new schools.
The district has been promising a
school to replace Langston Hughes Ele-

School districts across the country are facing pressure to improve classroom performance under the federal No Child Left Behind
Act, but are giving short shrift to problems like
bad lighting or poorly heated classrooms that
can affect learning, says a spokesman for the
American Federation of Teachers.
“It’s a topic that doesn’t get nearly enough
discussion in the education dialogue,” says
spokesman George Jackson. “We don’t talk
about the [buildings] where we expect students to go and hit all these [legislated] benchmarks. It can’t be a separate conversation.”
The union sought to call attention to the
problem in a December 2006 report on deteriorating school-building conditions. That report
cited, among other evidence that included federal studies, the “D” grade given to schools

nationwide in 2005 by the American Society of
Civil Engineers.
In Chicago, schools fared somewhat better
on the grading scale. In a 2002 survey commissioned by the 21st Century School Fund,
the average grade given by CPS teachers on
the condition of their school building was
“C+,” on average.
The survey examined the effect of school
facilities on teaching and teachers’ attitudes in
Chicago and Washington, D.C.
Other notable findings: Among the CPS
teachers who gave their school a grade of “C” or
lower, about 45 percent said poor building conditions made them consider leaving their
schools; about 25 percent said the conditions
made them think about quitting the profession.
Ed Finkel

like an obstacle course in the hallway.”
Students have become anxious and
upset over the longstanding problems
with leaks in the cafeteria, Robertson
says. “They have to shut it down because
it’s leaking right over the serving area.
[Students] do not want cold sandwiches
when they can get a hot meal.”

“They keep getting spot repairs,” Perrotte says. “And the next rain that comes,
the ceiling tiles are out, and it’s buckets
and barrels” to catch the leaks.
Eighth-grade teacher Kirk Robertson,
a CTU delegate and chair of the union’s
health and safety committee, said this
year’s April snowfall melted quickly and
created new problems.
“It was gushing like it was a waterfall,”
he says. “They had to set up garbage cans

Ed Finkel is a Chicago-based writer. E-mail him at
editor@catalyst-chicago.org.

mentary in Roseland since the late 1990s,
but it pulled funding twice, notes Principal Earl Ware. “There’s no guarantee until
the school is built, until they break
ground,” he says.
CPS officials expect to solicit bids for
the estimated $30 million project toward
the end of this year, with the goal of
replacing Hughes by fall 2009. Once built,
it will also house students from the nearby Davis Developmental Center.
The $40 million increase for Westinghouse would cover costs for any of the 15
new elementary schools, which are budgeted for $30 million apiece. (High schools
are budgeted at $65 million a piece.)
Chief Financial Officer John Maiorca
says the district does not plan to cut any
of the Modern Schools projects to pay for
Westinghouse’s cost overrun. It will look
for alternative funding sources during the
next round of capital budgeting, he says.
To get a handle on costs, the Public
Building Commission recently asked

architectural firms to compete to refine
the district’s prototype designs for 12
planned new elementary schools. The
winner will also be asked to push forward
on designs for the new $34 million Skinner Classical, a project for which the district hopes to complete land acquisition
this summer.
David Vitale, the district’s former chief
administrative officer, says all the new
schools that are not being built as
replacements will house Renaissance
schools, potentially including charters.
That’s a sticking point for the teachers
union, which wants construction
reserved for unionized schools. In 2005,
the union railed against the district when
it installed ASPIRA-Haugan Middle
School Charter into a new facility meant
to relieve overcrowding at Haugan Elementary in Albany Park.
“We did it once and there were a lot of
people who were upset,” admits Vitale.
“But I won’t say it won’t happen again.”
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Viewpoints
FROM THE CHICAGO SCHOOLS POLICY SERIES

Turning school systems upside down
n April 10, Dennis Doyle, an assistant superintendent in California’s largest elementary school district, and David Vitale,
formerly chief administrative officer for the Chicago Public
Schools, described their respective districts’ efforts to empower and support schools to do what is best for their students and communities. To a large extent, the Chula Vista (Calif.) Elementary
School District reflects Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, in its degree of
decentralization. The following are edited highlights of their remarks,
which were delivered as part of the 2007 Chicago Schools Policy
Luncheon Series, “Making School Autonomy Work for Children.”

O

Dennis Doyle
Since 1997, Dennis Doyle has served as
an assistant superintendent of the
Chula Vista (Calif.) Elementary School
District, which lies between San Diego
and the Mexican border. The rapidly
growing district has 27,000 students—
almost a third of them Englishlanguage learners—and 43 schools.

THE GENESIS OF CHANGE
It’s almost 13 years since the purposeful transformation of the district started.
Our board of education hired a new
superintendent with the charge to take a
mediocre district that was quite content
being mediocre and turn it upside down,
ratcheting up student achievement.
At the time, this was a top-down structure. There were all kinds of specialists,
managers and resource directors, and
they had their little empires. They were
very good at compliance and regulation,
but when it came to changing teaching
and learning, almost nothing got into the
classroom.
The district office was taken apart,
and systematically, all of those positions
were eliminated, and the dollars were
pushed into the schools.
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PRINCIPALS AND DATA
We began recruiting principals who
were willing to fly without a net. We built
a data system that can give you incredible
information about the district, and then
you can drill down to schools, to individual grade levels, to classrooms, to individual students.

UPENDED ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
We have a new organizational chart,
and instead of having superintendents
and the board at the top, we have students at the top. Then we have schools.
Our roles in the district office are very
different now. We’re in schools every single day. We go in and ask tough questions
that sometimes folks in our schools don’t
like, but we feel the obligation to ask them
continuously. We let go of principals.
From time to time, we have faculty who
are just stuck, and we have to step in.

PERSONNEL POLICIES
We provide mediation training for all of
our principals because, quite frankly, this
work is messy. Anyone can apply for any
position that opens, so it’s no longer based
on seniority. We also do a customer-satisfaction survey every other year.
All of us are engaged in looking at suc-

Assistant Superintendent Dennis Doyle,
Chula Vista (Calif.) Elementary School District
cession planning, and we’re looking at
legacy and trying to create the kind of
institution where people are continuously challenging each other to recreate it as
they’re going along—to do a better job for
children.

CHARTERS PROVIDE A SPARK
Charters have served as the research
and development arm of the district.
Charter schools were invited and continue to be invited to all district meetings,
and they readily participate. So when charter teachers and parents get up and talk
about the experience of taking parentteacher conferences into the living rooms
of the families, other principals, sitting
with their parent leaders, get asked, “Why
don’t we do something like that?”
In California, all charter schools are
required to give a report to the board of
education every year. Well, their PowerPoint reports were so full of incredible
data that the board said, “If we’re holding
charter schools to this level of accountability, why aren’t we holding all schools to
this level of accountability?” And, indeed,

they now have every single school come in
and do a public accounting for their data.
In thinking about whole-system
change, it is important to have charters
strategically positioned within the district to be that catalyst.
We’ve raised the question: What are
the goals of the charter movement? Are
we talking about individual schools that
are islands of excellence? Or is it a religion
that we have to convert every school to a
charter school? Are we going to have a
parallel system that competes with the
traditional public school system? Or can
charter schools help chart the course for
a whole new model of educational delivery? Why don’t all schools operate as
charters? What would such a district look
like? That’s a fundamental question that
we’re taking up at this time.

David Vitale
A leading bank official, David Vitale
joined the Chicago Public Schools in
February 2003 as a senior advisor to
Chief Executive Officer Arne Duncan,
working pro bono to increase system
efficiency. He became chief administrative officer three months later and
stepped down earlier this year.
You know the architecture under which
we currently try to operate the system. It
starts with a goal that is not dissimilar from
Dennis’—that every child can learn and
that it’s our responsibility to provide the
best education possible for the world of
secondary education. Somebody from the
outside might think that that’s pretty obvious, but as I learned when we got on the
inside, getting commitment to that statement took a little work.
One of the more significant things
that we’ve said is that it all happens at
the school. Schools are where the difference is made.
We’ve had three core strategies, starting with the fact that instruction is what
makes the difference and that we need to
improve the quality of instruction.
Second, improving our human capital
is critical, and that has led to reform of
teacher hiring, reform of principal hiring,
and investing in the quality of the people
that we have working at the center.
A third core strategy has been to expand
educational opportunity for all of our children. That gets to extending the day

through after-school programs, extending
the age bracket to early childhood, and
providing choice through charters and
other initiatives like performance schools.
When I came to the district, I identified
eight areas that need transformational
change if we’re really going to achieve
those objectives.
One, we were very reactionary to everything that went on. Today, we have plans
for everything. They’re critical because
they keep you focused on the objective.
Second, I found the district to be
organized by personality, not by strategy. I
know that there’s been some concern that
we have changed organization frequently
over the last three or four years. But we
have to keep changing the organization to
meet the demands of strategy implementation. [For example,] four or five years
ago, there was no New Schools Department in the way it’s currently structured.
Third, I found that resources were too
often allocated by negotiation, not by
policy and not by need. We have worked
extraordinarily hard over the last four
years to get resources, which we all know
are not as much as we should have or
need, to be allocated in a strategic way.
Fourth, if we were going to have the
school be the center of the action, then the
role of the center needed to change to one
of support and service. We’ve made large
progress. For example, we took the
administrative services away from central
departments and created a new service
organization and put it out in the field.
Another observation I had was that we
looked at people as positions or jobs, and
in a service organization that is not going
to work. People are our most important
asset, and we need to treat them that way.
The level of talent and the quality and the
preparation and training of that talent is
absolutely key to our success. Over the
last four years, I think we’ve built a
human-resource function in support of
schools that is first-rate. The first thing
we had to do was collect all the pieces
that were spread all over the organization
and then organize them in a way that
actually would serve our employees.
Also, we have lots of neighborhoods
that have different needs and different
schools. You can’t possibly manage every
school the same way.
So we’ve moved a substantial way
towards differential management. AMPS
[selected schools with more autonomy] is

David Vitale, former chief administrative
officer, Chicago Public Schools
a classic example of that, as are charter
schools. We now have roughly 83 campuses that are run by the New Schools Department, and we’re up to about 110 AMPS
schools run by the AMPS Schools Department. That’s almost a third of our schools
operating with autonomy that allows them
to reflect the needs of their communities.
Finally, we had a very risk-averse culture, one that was grounded in the status
quo. We had to become performance-oriented, and we needed to have the data.
When I came here I had never seen [so
much] data piled up in a warehouse, that
was totally useless. Taking data overload
and data confusion and turning it into
information that could be used to be
make decisions is absolutely critical if you
wanted to run the school system the way
Arne said we did. As many of you know, we
have all-new financial systems and a new
HR system. By the fall, we will have an
entirely new student-information system,
which will be state of the art on data collection and management and provide
information that’s usable by our teachers
and principals, as well as the central office.
My efforts have been focused on what
is needed to support the strategic vision
of the system. Too often, I think we
focused on the initiatives but not the
supporting infrastructure. We have challenges with all of these. None is done.
They will never be done. There’s a certain
amount of pull-back on all of them that’s
natural in organizations like this, and
we’re going to have to constantly fight to
move the agenda forward.

To hear these presentations in their
entirety, go to www.catalyst-chicago.org.
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Reform groups deserve credit
Last month, Community Renewal
Society, the publisher of Catalyst
Chicago and The Chicago Reporter,
launched a public awareness campaign
around children of the incarcerated.
The April 13 event attracted more than
220 policymakers, service providers and
grassroots advocates who were all present to hear Illinois State Senate President Emil Jones, Jr. announce that he
will call for hearings and continued discussions around issues of children with
incarcerated parents.
While this is definitely good news, it
doesn’t mean our work is over. This initiative is designed to raise public awareness, will combine both civic engagement and direct advocacy and, ultimately will result in policy recommendations
that address the needs of children whose
parents are incarcerated.
Catalyst has previously published
profiles of children whose parents are
incarcerated, a snapshot of schools in
the Austin community where many of
these children live and a survey of school
social workers dealing with this growing
issue. Over the next year, we will followup stories that appeared in our April
issue, and we will determine the feasibility of a research project to count the
number of public school children with
incarcerated parents.
Community Renewal is working to
engage the public in conversations
around this issue. Two upcoming events
will be held in those communities hardest hit, Humboldt Park and Englewood:
July 10, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
San Lucas United Church of Christ,
2914 W. North Ave.
July 12, 5:30 - 7 p.m. Teamwork
Englewood, 815 W. 63rd St.
The events will feature individuals
and families profiled in both Catalyst
and the Reporter, and will provide
attendees with action steps they can
take. A third event is being planned for
Austin. For more information, go to
www.communityrenewalsociety.org.
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Your March 2007 article (“National funders spur grassroots reform”) on the demise
of two school advocacy groups—Cross City
Campaign for Urban School Reform and
Neighborhood Capital Budget Group
(NCBG)—fails to acknowledge their many
accomplishments and unfairly paints them
(and surviving groups such as PURE) as
negatively “stuck on governance,” and not
“results-oriented.” It seems to embrace a
limited vision for school improvement
which has little objective support.
Moreover, Cross City and NCBG were
nationally recognized organizations that
nurtured civic engagement in Chicago by
supporting local school councils (LSCs) and
helping communities become more
involved in the work of school improvement.
Cross City was the first national group
that defined what a decentralized school district should look like and described the new
role for the central office in improving
instruction. They built a diverse national network of people inside and outside school districts, and used site visits and national conferences on issues affecting urban schools to
learn best practices. NCBG partnered with
LSCs and community groups to get new
schools built and needed repairs for others.
Both groups helped LSCs, parents and the
community to understand how public money—their money—is used.
Current local research demonstrates
that parent and community involvement is
critical to improved student performance.
In a recent report, “The Essential Supports
for School Improvement,” the Consortium
on Chicago School Research describes a
comprehensive approach to reform that
includes parents and the community. Their
study showed this approach yields more
significant student gains than narrower
efforts: “Schools strong in most of the
essential supports were at least 10 times
more likely than schools weak in most of
the supports to show substantial progress
in both reading and mathematics. These
schools also were very unlikely to stagnate.”
A recent RAND Corporation study of
comprehensive school reform showed that
few schools adopt all aspects of these plans.
Schools generally adopted curriculum

changes and, to a lesser extent, teacher
training programs. Practices designed to
increase parental involvement were the
aspect least likely to be adopted, due in part
to budget constraints. The report noted
that failure to implement all key elements
caused such reforms to yield “only modest
or no effect on student achievement.”
Programs that seek to engage parents
and community members in Chicago without reference to LSCs are likely to reinvent a
less effective wheel. Why start over when
Chicago’s LSCs provide a powerful voice for
parents and the community that others
would have to organize for years to gain?
Unfortunately, a lot of folks with money in
Chicago seem to be stuck on Renaissance
2010, but is this supposedly results-oriented
approach working? What are the data showing about this school-reform strategy?
Well, this year-three years after its muchlauded opening as Renaissance 2010’s first
“crown jewel”—Williams Elementary had a
16.5 percentage point drop in its scores on
the Illinois Standards Achievement Tests. We
remember when everyone was asked to look
at Williams to forget the failures of the mayor’s previous favorite, the National Teachers’
Academy. Now we are asked to look to the
new “crown jewel,” Sherman School of Excellence. CPS is already replicating this school
without having even one year of data on
whether this model is effective.
There is no independent research showing an edge for Renaissance 2010 schools.
Catalyst’s recent study found that fewer
than 2 percent of the students displaced by
closings were enrolled in new schools.
Those results are deeply disturbing. Clearly,
outspoken advocates for children, families
and communities remain critical here.
Cross City and NCBG challenged ineffective, damaging reforms and supported
inclusive, proven strategies. Attempts by city
leaders to marginalize and shut down such
programs are self-serving and short-sighted
and will ultimately shortchange our children, our schools and our communities.

Julie Woestehoff
Executive Director, Parents United for
Responsible Education (PURE)

Research
Less stress, higher performance
Research looks at the link between children’s emotional readiness and academic success
By Debra Williams
ast year was a stressful one for O’Keeffe Head Start teacher Jeanine Pelican. At home, she watched helplessly as a beloved family member battled a terminal illness. At school, she
attempted to corral a classroom of 20
high-energy 4-year olds, many of whom
exhibited behavioral problems and were
difficult to teach.
“It was a very rough year for me,” recalls
Pelican, who has been teaching for 10
years, first at a Catholic school, then at
child care centers, but for the last five years
at O’Keeffe Elementary in South Shore.
However, by the end of the school
year, Pelican’s emotional state and those
of her students had improved considerably. Indeed, Pelican had learned how to
manage her classroom more effectively,
work with disruptive students and reduce
her own stress level.
Her salvation came from participating
in a research project on school readiness
that was testing a theory: Addressing young
children’s—and their teachers’—social and
emotional needs would pay off down the
road in higher academic performance.
The five-year study, launched in 2003,
provided 94 Head Start teachers with one
of two types of support. One group got
training in managing student behavior
and reducing their own stress, a social
worker to assist them in class and direct
services for children. The other group got
an extra classroom aide, a common strategy districts use to support teachers.
Then, the study tracked the progress of
600 3- and 4-year-olds from both groups
through kindergarten and first grade. (A
similar project was also done in Newark.)
“Early literacy is important, but social
and emotional [development] should not
be left behind and neither should the stress
level of teachers,” says lead researcher

L

Cybele Raver of the University of Chicago.
An early childhood education expert
agrees. “Social and emotional concerns
should be a high priority with young children, more so than educational and cognitive development,” says Claire Dunham, who oversees programs at the
Ounce of Prevention Fund, an early
childhood policy and advocacy group.
Children who “act out” generally get
less positive feedback and less instruction from teachers, says Durham. And if
young children feel that the teacher doesn’t like them, they, in turn, will not like
school and will not look forward to
kindergarten, attitudes that could eventually affect attendance, she adds.
Anecdotally, Head Start teachers in the
study who received the deep bench of
support report calmer students, better
managed classrooms and less stress for
themselves. And they credit the classroom social worker for making a big difference, says Raver.
“Social workers are spread so thin, but
they are so critical,” says social worker
Kimya Barden, who worked in Pelican’s
classroom during the study. “They can
tease out the stuff that is going on with a
child and do something about it. Teachers don’t have time to do this.”
A survey of the teachers who had the
most supports found that 80 percent of
them reported social workers helped by
reinforcing classroom rules and routines,
working with difficult students and allowing teachers to spend more time teaching.
Children in the study have now moved
on to kindergarten. Researchers recently
finished collecting data on how they have
fared and expect to release the results later this year.
“We have promising signs that classrooms [with social workers] are better,”
says Raver. “Teachers feel it has made a
difference.”

Research summary
WHO CONDUCTED IT: A team of researchers
from the University of Chicago led by Cybele
Raver, director of the university’s Center for
Human Potential and Public Policy, at the Harris Graduate School of Public Policy Studies.
WHAT WAS STUDIED: The connection between
the emotional and behavioral readiness of
preschoolers and its impact on academic
achievement in kindergarten and 1st grade.
The study involved approximately 600 children, 94 teachers, 35 classrooms at 18 Head
Start sites based either in child care centers or
Chicago Public Schools. Half of the sites got
extra visits from social workers and special
training and workshops for teachers developed
by staff at Metropolitan Family Services in
Evanston; the other half received an additional
classroom aide. Centers that participated in the
study are located in East Garfield Park, Humboldt Park, Logan Square, South Shore, North
Lawndale, South Lawndale and New City.
FINDINGS SO FAR: Anecdotally, Head Start
teachers feel that having a social worker to
assist them in the classroom has made a positive difference in children’s ability to learn. Raver
and her colleagues collected data on Head
Start classroom climate. Was the teacher
enthusiastic with students? Did the teacher
interact with students harshly or fail to give
them clear expectations and directions? The
research team also followed up with kindergarten teachers to see if the Head Start interventions continued to impact children positively. Their report is due to be released this fall.
WHO FUNDED IT: The project received a $3.3
million five-year grant from the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services and
$70,000 from the McCormick Tribune
Foundation.
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RESEARCH
was stressful in their lives and come up
with solutions.
Pelican says just having Barden
around regularly gave her an adult to talk
to. “I took everything so personally when
the kids misbehaved,” says Pelican. “I
thought it was a sign that I was a bad
teacher, but Kimya explained to me that
it was not about me. She told me that
most of time, things are going on in students’ lives that I don’t know about.”
And later, when Pelican’s mother-inlaw was diagnosed with cancer, Barden
encouraged Pelican to talk about her feelings and often asked her how she was
doing and feeling.
“She really helped me through a tough
time,” says Pelican.

MORE SITES IN CHICAGO AND NEWARK

JOHN BOOZ

O’Keeffe Head Start teacher Jeanine Pelican comforts student Emily Williams. Researchers are
studying the impact of gauging preschoolers’ moods and meeting their emotional needs on future
academic performance.

MORE RELAXED TEACHER, CALMER STUDENTS
Pelican’s road to a calmer classroom
began last year when she started attending
Saturday workshops for four months to
learn strategies for dealing with children’s
behavioral and emotional problems.
One that she found useful was redirecting negative behavior. One little girl in
her class, for instance, would not listen or
sit down for any length of time, and she
often cried. Pelican says she learned to let
the youngster, who liked to draw pictures,
work by herself rather than try to keep her
involved in a group activity. Another student was so angry that he didn’t get to see
his father and grandmother very often
that he became disruptive. For him, Pelican learned to acknowledge his angry
feelings. She sat down and talked to him
about his frustrations and gave him more
one-on-one attention.
Both children, who are now in kindergarten, have calmed down noticeably,
Pelican reports.
“I [also] had three or four kids who
couldn’t handle circle time, so I learned to
let them do something else,” says Pelican,
who explains that she also taught them to
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take note of how they were acting and
make better choices and helped them
express their feelings in a positive way.
Research shows that across a range of
settings, 23 percent of low-income children in urban areas exhibit behavioral
problems, Raver reports.
“That means that 77 percent of children are doing fine,” Raver says. “But
teachers still have the 23 percent.”
Barden, who visited Pelican’s classroom once a week for a year, also went to
the Saturday sessions. “Taking classes
along with the teachers allowed us to hear
the same thing at the same time,” she says.
“It also helped us build a relationship and
highlight that this was a collaboration.”
Barden coached Pelican to approach
children with empathy—understand
where they were coming from, allow
them to explain how they feel and then
be flexible in her response. Also, Barden
says she and other social workers in the
study worked with children inside the
classroom rather than pulling them out,
which is more typical.
To address teachers’ stress levels, participants learned deep breathing techniques and were advised to identify what

Helping teachers relieve stress was a
crucial aspect of the study, says Raver.
Previously, she had studied stress levels
among workers in lower-paying jobs,
which many Head Start positions are
unless they are located in a Chicago public school.
“Teachers are caregivers and they
have stress and burnout,” says Raver.
And Head Start teachers are particularly under fire to do better and show
improved results, notes Dunham from the
Ounce of Prevention Fund. “People are
monitoring them constantly,” she says.
In her analysis, Raver will report how
teachers in both groups managed children’s behavior, how they interacted with
students and how confident they felt.
Data on children’s performance—from
social skills to how they regulate behavior
and language to math and literacy skills—
has been collected and is being analyzed.
A final report will be released this fall.
Later this year, Raver hopes to expand
the program to more sites in Chicago and
in Newark by partnering with MDRC (formerly known as Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation), a New Yorkbased nonprofit research organization
with experience in scaling up big-picture
policy initiatives.
Pelican thinks that’s a good idea.
“It would be wonderful to have more
social workers in schools,” she says. “Two
for primary grades and two for upper
grades. That’s the dream.”
To contact Debra Williams, call (312) 673-3873 or
send an e-mail to williams@catalyst-chicago.org.

Updates
College-going rates inch higher
High schools with college coaches on staff post slightlyhigher
average gains, and a handful leap ahead
By Sarah Karp
lightly more Chicago Public Schools
graduates enrolled in college over
the past two years, and a dozen high
schools with so-called college
coaches have done a bit better than most.
Of the 12 schools with coaches, whose
sole goal is to encourage college attendance, seven had a higher-than-average
percentage of graduates who went to college. Five showed gains that exceeded 9
points in the percent of college-goers
enrolling in four-year programs.
Districtwide, the college-going rate
climbed two points a year, from 44 percent
in 2004 to 48 percent in 2006. District officials concede the increase is boosted by
the addition, for the first time, of students
who matriculated to Robert Morris College. The college admitted some 200 students from CPS high schools.
Without Robert Morris, the percentage
of students enrolling in college inched up
less than 1 point in the last year.
“It is a long road to change attitudes
about college-going,” says Greg Darnieder,
the director of the four-year-old Department of Postsecondary Education.
Initially, some educators and counselors questioned whether college coaches, who had less experience and fewer academic credentials than high school guidance counselors, would make much difference. But preliminary results show the
effort is beginning to pay off, especially by
getting a higher rate of students at pilot
schools admitted into four-year colleges.
And a recent report, which includes interviews with nine of the 12 coaches, was
complimentary about the coaches’ work.
“Even with a small budget, disadvan-

S

taged schools can develop useful collegeplanning activities which can successfully
engage students,” wrote James Rosenbaum, an education and social policy professor at Northwestern University.
Darnieder, who has been in charge of
the district’s Department of Postsecondary Education since it was created in
2003, notes that coaches were hired
because the district didn’t have enough
money to pay for more guidance counselors. “The question is, ‘Can I put a little
bit of money on the table and make a difference?’” Darnieder asks.
The district’s student-counselor ratio
is roughly 350 to 1; the nationally recommended ratio is 250 to 1. Darnieder says
he would like to see the ratio at 150 to one.
Ann Coles, director of the Bostonbased Pathways to College Network, says
that in private schools the ratio is 75 students to 1 counselor, and the counselors’
sole focus is on getting the students into
college. For that type of investment in
public schools, there would have to be a
change in attitude for people to recognize
that college should be a universal goal.
“People still think that college is for
some and not for others,” she says.
Coles notes that districts across the
country are trying different approaches
to increase college attendance. In some,
outside organizations come in and help
students. One program has recent university graduates spending a year in
urban schools encouraging college attendance. “You can train someone to do college guidance if they are enthusiastic and
committed,” Coles says.
In Chicago, guidance counselors must
earn graduate degrees and teaching certificates, and they are paid on the same

Well-coached
Since 2004, schools with college
coaches on average posted slightly
higher gains in getting graduates
into college than those without.
SCHOOL
Harlan

2004
2006

Hubbard

2004
2006

Juarez

2004
2006

Kelly

2004
2006

Kelvyn Park

2004
2006

Kenwood

2004
2006

Lincoln Park

2004
2006

Marshall

2004
2006

Morgan Park

2004
2006

Roosevelt

2004
2006

Schurz

2004
2006

Simeon

2004
2006

COLLEGE-GOING RATE
38%
41%
46%
46%
27%
34%
30%
38%
21%
27%
55%
64%
70%
73%
35%
34%
66%
72%
31%
38%
28%
37%
51%
48%

Source: National Student Clearinghouse data provided
to Chicago Public Schools

scale as CPS teachers. The teacher pay
scale ranges from $43,233 to $79,206 for a
traditional school calendar. Postsecondary coaches are paid about $41,000
and need only a bachelor’s degree.
Coaches are supposed to complement
guidance counselors’ work. While guidance counselors help students schedule
classes, deal with behavior problems and
arrange testing, postsecondary coaches
focus solely on motivating high school
students to go to college. Young people,
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UPDATES

What coaches do
Anthony Downing, young and energetic,
has no problem working weekends, evenings
and summers to push and cajole Schurz
High School students to go to college.
Downing is exactly what CPS officials
were looking for when they posted jobs for
college coaches: someone who has worked
with teenagers and knows the logistics of
getting them into college, yet is less costly
than a certified guidance counselor.
But the investment has taken a toll,
according to researcher James Rosenbaum.
“Although coaches found their job gratifying, the commitments were grueling, and
many of these individuals had already left their
positions at the time we interviewed them,
only one or two years after starting,” he wrote.
Downing says the job can be difficult but
offers a lot of rewards. He is known at Juarez
as the guy who knows how to get kids into
college and finds money to help them pay for
it. “Next to the principal, I am the most popular person at the school,” he says.
In Rosenbaum’s report, he notes that
coaches, because of the limited scope of their
jobs, can focus their efforts on students who
generally don’t get much college guidance.
For instance, several coaches noticed that
students with special needs were getting little
to no attention, so they planned special college
fairs for these students. Another coach decided to host a financial-aid seminar for undocumented students, who are not eligible for
funds from many traditional sources. Another
coach worked over the summer with a group
of “B” students who didn’t have any plans for
what they’d be doing after graduation.
With 72 percent of Morgan Park High
School students going to college, college coach
Henry Walker says his priority is keeping them
from dropping out. “The whole point for when
they go to college is to leave with a degree.”
Walker also notes he followed the lead of
Simeon college coach Yolanda Taylor and
recruited teachers to serve as mentors to
seniors who are applying to college.
Likewise, Taylor says she picked up a few
pointers from Morgan Park, such as getting an
early start talking to students about college.
Since Simeon is a career academy, many students are aiming to learn a trade and land a
job rather than go to college, Taylor says.
To counter this culture, she persuades
teachers, parents and community partners to
talk to students about college being attainable. “They need to hear it from multiple layers, starting in freshman year,” she says.
Sarah Karp
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many of them recent college graduates,
with experience working with teenagers
through churches and social service
groups are tapped for coaching posts.
“We are careful who we hire as coaches,” Darnieder says. “We believe in their
potential to work with counselors and to
work with resources.”

A CHALLENGING TASK
The district set a goal that it would
reach by 2010 the national average college-going rate of 64 percent, requiring
annual 5-point increases. To get there,
they recommended that high schools
require every graduating senior to apply
to five colleges and fill out five scholarship applications.
But since then, the total number of
graduates has decreased, a byproduct of
the district’s declining enrollment. In 23
of the 76 high schools in the district’s
report, there were decreases in the number of graduates and the percentage of
college enrollees.
(Because a number of high schools
opened or closed over the past three
years, some schools did not have graduation data for 2004 and 2006. Also, schools
that had fewer than 20 graduates were
not listed in the district’s report.)
But Darnieder explains a change in
attitude is also necessary to raise those
numbers. Peers and parents influence students’ decisions about going to college. If
they don’t see college as an option, neither
will the student, he says. By relating to students on a different level than counselors
and teachers, coaches can remove some of
those mental barriers, he adds.
Chicago’s approach—hiring coaches
as part of a total postsecondary initiative—is unique, Coles says. However,
expectations should be tempered, she
says, because progress may be slow in
schools without a college-going culture.
Still, coaches can make a significant
impact in these schools. Coles notes that

middle-class parents lean on their children to get them to follow through on
college applications.
Coaches can play this role in urban
schools where parents have not been to
college themselves and are unfamiliar
with the application process.
The postsecondary coach at Marshall
High School has done “a wonderful job”
getting students to apply to college and
holding their hands as they fill out the
financial-aid forms, says senior counselor Tiffany Watkins. Over spring break,
the coach conducted a tour of historically black colleges for 35 students, she adds.
Yet fewer students graduated from
Marshall in 2006 than in 2004, and the
college-going rate fell slightly, from 35
percent to 34 percent.
While Watkins values the coach’s help,
she notes that his efforts only begin to
scratch the surface of what students
need. A recent outbreak of fighting
among girls has tied up the time and
resources of all four of Marshall’s guidance counselors, and postsecondary
coaches cannot pitch in.
“A postsecondary coach can’t help
with all the other issues we are dealing
with,” she says.
Still, having someone on staff who can
pitch in is worth it, says Stacye HowardNance, the college counselor at Kelvyn
Park High School. Her school’s coach left
at the end of the last semester, and the
school has not yet found a replacement.
Howard-Nance had worked with the
coach to take students on road trips to
visit schools, hold workshops on essay
writing and financial aid, give presentations to parents and work with collegebound athletes. She continues to do
these things, but now without help.
“We had a fabulous relationship,”
Howard-Nance says.
To contact Sarah Karp, call (312) 673-3882 or e-mail
karp@catalyst-chicago.org.
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Slowed pace for high school reform
District officials go for quality
rather than quantitywhen
picking schools for the High
School Transformation Project
By Sarah Karp
hicago’s sweeping effort to overhaul
failing high schools is rolling out
slower than planned, the result of
cautious district officials turning
away interested schools they don’t
believe are ready.
The High School Transformation project is also costly, and Chicago Public
Schools has not yet determined how it
will pay for the long-term program after a
$21 million grant runs out in 2010.
This year, 11 high schools will join 14
others that are already participating in the
instructional component of the transformation process, which is aimed at
improving everything from classroom
instruction to principal leadership to 7thgrade math at elementary feeder schools.
Originally, CPS had planned to sign up 50
high schools over three years, but meeting
that target is unlikely at the current pace.
“We decided that the right way to
move forward early in the game was not
to be wedded to a number, but rather to
quality,” says Angus Mairs, who is in
charge of instructional strategy for high
school transformation.
A handful of district high schools that
applied to participate in year two did not
meet the top criteria for the project: strong,
consistent leadership and teacher buy-in.
At one school, for example, a principal was
retiring and district officials decided not to
invest until they knew who would be
named the successor, Mairs says.
Officials have reason to be careful
about which schools are accepted for the
project. Eight of the high schools in this
second batch are among the lowest-performing in the city. The other three are

C

Ricky Thomas uses a
graphing calculator in
his freshman math
class at Carver
Military Academy.
Before the school
adopted a tough new
curriculum as part of
the High School
Transformation
Project, students
didn’t use graphing
calculators until junior
year, says teacher
Carolyn Baskin.
JOHN BOOZ

small, new high schools that are housed
in facilities where failing high schools
have been closed down.

TOUGH FOR FRESHMEN
Meanwhile, teachers at the first group
of high schools in the project note that it
has been difficult for freshmen, many of
whom are not prepared to do 9th-grade
work, to adapt to the new, more rigorous
curriculum.
For instance, one of the new math curricula (transformation schools get to
choose from two), AgileMind, is based
primarily on word problems based in the
real world. Students who are used to
doing equations and formula-based math
problems are having trouble getting used
to the new format, says Carolyn Baskin, a
math teacher at Carver Military Academy
in Riverdale on the far South Side.

And Baskin says if she takes a step back
to help students, she won’t have enough
time to cover all of the material students
need to know for tests, which were developed by the same publishers that created
the curricula. Baskin adds that the tests
are to be given every few weeks, and says
she sometimes feels as though her students are “tested to death.” But with datadriven instruction the order of the day
under the project, teachers and principals
note that they like getting information
about students’ weaknesses often.
Pacing the curriculum is among the
top concerns expressed by teachers at
high schools in the transformation project, says Allan Alson, who as executive
director is overseeing the high school
reform project. These issues have been
brought to curricula publishers and those
companies are trying to address them.
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UPDATES
HIGH SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION, YEAR 2
District officials chose 11 high schools to join the instructional component of
the high school reform effort in its second year. To be chosen, each had to
demonstrate strong support from school leadership and teachers.
SCHOOL

COMMUNITY AREA

Collins Academy*
Chicago Academy
Austin Polytech (Austin)
Farragut Career Academy
Hirsch
Marshall
Phoenix Military Academy
Tilden Career Academy
Manley Career Academy
Marine Military Academy (Grant)
New Millennium School of Health (Bowen)

North Lawndale
Dunning
Austin
South Lawndale
Greater Grand Crossing
East Garfield Park
Near West Side
New City
East Garfield Park
Near West Side
South Chicago

MEETING STANDARDS
NA
NA
NA
16%
10%
6%
11%
7%
4%
NA
NA

* New performance school operated by Academy of Urban School Leadership (AUSL)
Note: High schools with no Prairie State Achievement Exam scores are either not yet open or did not have a junior
class to be tested in 2006.
SOURCES: Chicago Public Schools

Working out the kinks with the new
academic program is one way for high
schools to begin to get a handle on other
issues that need to be addressed, such as
leadership, teacher effectiveness and
school culture, Alson says. “It is the way
we knock on the door,” he says.
Then, once transformation high
schools move into years two and three,
CPS will get the schools involved with the
other aspects of the project: principal
coaching, autonomous decision making
and ensuring a smooth transition from
elementary school to high school.

PILOT PRAISES, PAINS
So far, Alson says high school faculty
involved in the transformation project
are giving the program high marks, likely
because the “influx of resources is creating an aura of hope.”
In the first year, each transformation
high school receives an additional $1,750
per student in services and resources,
which includes the new curricula,
teacher training and coaching, new textbooks, computer labs, overhead projectors and graphing calculators.
In subsequent years, the district’s contribution is expected to level out at about
$1,100 per student. New schools will provide $300 per students of the extra perpupil cost.
Some of the money for the project is
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being provided by a $21 million grant from
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
“I have never had quite so many
markers,” says Baskin, standing amid a
sleek bank of black desktop computers.
“It is like a Christmas present,” says
Principal Annette Gurley of Clark Academic Preparatory High School.
It’s too soon, however, to determine
how much difference the project will
make in student performance. Anecdotally, some principals note that they feel
as if freshman attendance has improved
and failure rates are down.
Yet test scores are the litmus test that
everyone will be keeping their eyes on. In
the first year, the initiative only included
freshman, but those students will be part
of the project each subsequent year until
eventually all grades are included. The
freshmen who are part of the first cohort
won’t take the Prairie State Achievement
Test for another two years.
Principal Jacquelyn Lemon admits
that her school, Dyett Middle High in
Washington Park, desperately needs a
performance boost. Last year, fewer than
8 percent of juniors met standards.
Ditto for Carver Military Academy,
which also reported only about 9 percent
of juniors met standards last year. Principal John Thomas was hired in 2004 to get
the converted military school on track.
(See Catalyst, November 2004.)

Today, the high school of some 600
students is a place where on Wednesdays
teenagers in full uniform stand in the hall
with clipboards issuing merits and
demerits. Thomas notes that this year
was the first time the school was able to
selectively admit students.
To continue the upward momentum,
however, Thomas says improvements
were needed in the classroom. He
jumped at the chance last year to join the
district’s High School Transformation
effort. Carver teachers, however, were a
bit more skeptical.
Freshman English teacher Vanessa
Johnson was one of the skeptics. She was
worried that the new curriculum would
cramp her style, but says early on, she
found ways to put her own stamp on prescribed lesson plans. Now, she prefers giving students project-based work, such as
having them write magazine articles. “We
haven’t used a textbook all year,” she says.
One problem with the transformation
project, says Euel Bunton, principal of
Phillips High School, is that it only
involves reading, math and science. Other subjects, such as social studies, are left
out, and teachers of those subjects are
left out, too.
“When it comes to professional development, we have only scratched the surface,” he says.

TRANSFORMATION FOR NEW SCHOOLS, TOO
Principals of new high schools say
joining the transformation project
should give them sturdier foundations
upon which to build their schools.
For Joyce Caine, who will open a sister
school to the Chicago Academy High
School in Dunning, the selling point was
having a preset curriculum, which will
allow the school’s teachers-in-training to
concentrate on learning how to teach.
“Writing a curriculum is very complicated,” Caine says. “This will give them a
good base.”
Bill Gerstein, who founded the School
of Entrepreneurship at South Shore left to
open Austin Polytech in the fall, says it
made sense to buy into the transformation project since CPS is investing extra
money in it. His new school would have
to buy new materials anyway, and this
way, the district will chip in more.
“This is one CPS initiative that seems
to make sense,” Gerstein says. “I have
heard nothing but good things about it.”
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COMINGS & GOINGS To submit items for Comings & Goings, e-mail <editorial@catalyst-chicago.org>
AT CLARK STREET M. HILL HAMMOCK, retired
chief operating officer for LaSalle Bank, has been
appointed chief administrative officer, replacing
DAVID VITALE. Hammock will be responsible for all
non-educational activities, including finance, real
estate, technology, and support services. Unlike
Vitale, who earned a token salary of $1 a year,
Hammock’s salary will be $170,000. Vitale will
remain as a senior advisor to CEO Arne Duncan.
NEW AREA OFFICERS Four former principals
have been named area instructional officers: Area
1, JOSEPH KALLAS, from Peterson; Area 3,
ANNETTE GURLEY, from Clark Academic Prep
High; Area 7, DENISE LITTLE, from Hefferan; Area
8, LEONARD MOORE, from Dvorak Academy.
Another, ISABEL MESA-COLLINS from Drummond,
is under consideration for Area 10.
MOVING IN/ON GUDELIA LOPEZ, formerly of
the CPS Office of Postsecondary Education, has
been named education program officer at Chicago
Community Trust, replacing MARK RIGDON, who is
now national director of education for global
philanthropy with JP Morgan Chase. … ALYSON
COOKE, formerly director of external resources and
of the district’s Children First Fund, has returned to
Capitol Hill to work for Sen. Barbara Boxer (DCalif.) on the Senate Committee on Environment
& Public Works. ALBERT SANCHEZ is filling Cooke’s
positions on an interim basis; a permanent
replacement has not yet been named.

PRINCIPAL CONTRACTS Interim principals
GILBERTO SANCHEZ, North River, and REBECCA
STINSON, Claremont, have been awarded new
contracts. … BERNADETTE BUTLER, principal of
Agassiz, was awarded a four-year contract at Ray,
replacing CYDNEY FIELDS, who is retiring.
REN 2010 BILL GERSTEIN, former principal of
the School of Entrepreneurship at South Shore,
has left the school he founded to become the
principal of Austin Polytech Academy, slated to
open in September. Austin Polytech will focus on
training students in manufacturing, and students
will be required to apply for admission. This is a
plus, says Gerstein, because students are more
committed to their education when they choose
which high school to go to. At South Shore,
students are admitted based on attendance
boundaries, then choose one of four small schools.
READING AWARD TIMOTHY SHANAHAN, a
former director of the district’s Chicago Reading
Initiative, has been elected to the Reading Hall of
Fame by the International Reading Association,
the world’s largest professional organization
devoted to literacy education. Shanahan has
chaired the National Literacy Panel on Language
Minority Children and Youth since 2002.
HEALTHY EATING AWARD Herbert
Elementary was one of five schools to be awarded
a $15,000 grant from the “Love Your Veggies”
national school lunch campaign. Herbert will use

the grant to open a veggie bar and create lesson
plans to promote healthy eating.
AWARDS AND RECOGNITION Two CPS high
school seniors were awarded Democracy in Action
awards and $1,000 scholarships from the Union
League Club of Chicago: OSCAR BAHENA,
Steinmetz Academic Centre, and ANAHI TAPIA,
Curie Metropolitan High. Students are nominated
for exhibiting dedication to democratic principles,
leadership and civic involvement.
GOLDEN APPLE SCHOLARS Twenty-four
CPS students were named Golden Apple Scholars.
They are eligible to receive up to $2,500 a year in
scholarships at 53 Illinois universities, as well as
mentoring, internships and ongoing training once
they become teachers. They are MERCEDES SMITH,
Austin; MARINA BARBOZA and JESUS SERRANO, Big
Picture; JANESE NOLAN, Chicago Military
Academy; KIARA HENDERSON, Corliss; SCARLETT
MAYS, Curie; BRYAN RIDDLE, Fenger; KENYATTA
JOHNSON, Harlan; DELISA EDWARDS, Harper;
JOSHUA MCCLENDON, Julian; CYNTHIA PULIDO,
Kelly; JORDAN LANFAIR, Kenwood Academy;
ALAINA PARKS and LINDA RAMOS, Lake View;
CYNTHIA WATSON, Lane Tech; DAWN REEDBROOKS, Mather; JENNIFER DENNIS, Morgan Park;
GRESSHEN NUNEZ and AMERICA TOPETE, Noble
Street Charter; ERNESTO GARZA, Northside
College Prep; JERRY CROCKRELL, Phoenix Military
Academy; MARIANA HOWARD-PAEZ, KATHRYN
MANANSALA and AQUILLA MIKEL, Whitney Young.
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